Center For Integrated Design

5-Week Courses

ITD 101 Intro to Integrated Design
ITD 110 How to Design Your Life
ITD 130T Internet as Form
ITD 150 Co-Designing Peace
ITD 150 Digital Prototyping–WB
ITD 150 Storytelling in Design
ITD 150 Discovering Design Opportunities
ITD 150 Intro to Product Development

Full Semester Courses

ITD 301D Intro to Design Thinking
ITD 301D Intro to Design Thinking–WB
ITD 310 Design for Artificial Intelligence
ITD 330T Perspectives in Design–WB
ITD 350 Sway: Mapping Communal Power
ITD 102 Sketching for Thinking and Communications–WB
ITD 380 Design Thinking (graduate)^

^To apply: Submit a resume and a letter of interest (include EID) to CID@austin.utexas.edu

CenterForIntegratedDesign.com